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Grade:
5
Focus LP:

Teachers and collaborators:
Carole, Nic, Martyn, Koong
Focus QLB

From-To:
November 15th 19th
Key Concepts & Related concepts:

●
●
●

●
●

Key Concepts: Causation, Perspective

Communicator
Open-minded
Caring

●
●

Striving for Understanding
Nurturing Passion in Self and
Others
Taking Action Ethically
Creating a Caring and
Inclusive Community

Week:
7
ATLs/Skills:
Research
Communication

Related concepts:
Conflict, Adaptation, History,
Geography, Governance
Subject Focus

TD Theme:
Where we are in
place and time

Central Idea:
Human Migration affects
communities, cultures and
individuals

Lines of Inquiry:
An inquiry into migration (Causation,
Perspective)
An inquiry into personal stories of
migration
An inquiry into impacts of migration on
communities

Teacher Questions:
Student Questions:
● What are the different reasons people migrate?
● What are the different types of migration?
● What are the different factors of migration ?
● What are push factors?
● What are pull factors?
● What are the impact of migrations on communities?
● What are the negative impacts of migration on
communities?
● What are the positive impacts of migration on
communities?
● How does a migrant population support their
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Social Studies
Human Systems and
economic Activities
Social Organisation and
Culture

community
What challenges does welcoming a migrant group
bring to a community?
Events and Activities: Generating School council representatives. Election of house captains
●

UOI:1

Learning
Outcomes/ATLs
Curriculum
coverage

Learning engagements
Inquires/engagements

Success
criteria/Assessments
Student
Expectations/assessments

Tuesday / Wednesday / Thursday / Friday
Individual and
group actions
can shape the
future.
Cultural heritage
and group
membership can
contribute to
identity.
Taking time to
reflect on what
we hear and say
helps us to make
informed
judgments and
form new
opinions.
Synthesizing
ideas and
information from
texts leads to new

Summative assessment preparation week.
Thinking about different roles, responsibilities and expectations
within collaborative group work:
Facilitator/Recorder/Materials Manager/Time Keeper/Checker

I can explain the causes
and influences of migration.
I can suggest the future
effects of individual choices
and how these choices
impact communities.

Deconstruct the diary extracts to separate responsibilities and
I appreciate cultural
see how the extract can be expanded upon to include all areas of diversity in my and other
knowledge from the summative rubric.
communities.
Focus on the following guided questions / key areas when
researching:
●

Extra facts that can be added to the presentation about
the country of origin and destination country.

●

At least four push and pull factors of migration should be
included in the presentation.

●

Look deeply into the range of difficulties that refugees
and or migrants face while migrating.
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I can engage effectively in a
range of collaborative
discussions (one-on-one, in
groups, and teacher-led)
with diverse partners.
I can explain the
relationships or interactions
between individuals, events,
ideas, or concepts in a
historical text based on

ideas and
understanding.

Learning
Outcomes/ATLs
Language
Arts
strands:
(LA
curriculum)

●

Focus on the journey - be explicit by including factual
information about it. How far did they travel? How did
they travel? Who helped them along the way? Did they
have to pass through any other countries on the way?

factual information in the
text.

●

How was their home country affected by people leaving?

●

Were they welcome once they got to their destination
country?

●

What laws are in place in the destination country about
migrants? This is connected to the government system of
the destination country.

●

What about the citizens in the destination country? What
were their perspectives about migrants or refugees?

Learning engagements

Success criteria/Assessments

14/1 for Groups 1-Monday and 2 -Thursday in the
auditorium
Drama skills -voice skills, improvisation situations.

Make meaning more explicit symbolism
show how body language, for example,
facial expression, gesture and
movement, posture and orientation, eye
contact and touch, can be used to
achieve effects and influence meaning
design visual texts with increasing detail
and purpose to influence the way
people think and feel

14/2 and 3
Changing a story to a script slideshow.
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Produce clear and coherent writing
in which the development and
organization are appropriate to task,

Investigating the techniques required to turn a story into a
script. Including setting a scene , stage directions and
writing the dialogue with character names.

purpose, and audience.

Students are able to:
Planning for
Reading

Math
(math
curriculum)

Quote accurately
from a text when
explaining what
the text says
explicitly and
when drawing
inferences from
the text.
Integrate
information from
several texts on
the same topic in
order to write or
speak about the
subject
knowledgeably.
Conceptual
Understanding:
10 place value
system extends
infinitely in two
directions.
Use whole
numbers and
decimal numbers
up to millions or

Readworks task. Reading a passage and answering
questions on content, inference
Reading groups with the teacher investigating the theme,
character portrayal, settings and author created atmosphere
of the differing levelled novels.
Reading tasks to practice key skills- identifying descriptive
words and phrases, recognizing key themes in the personal
stories being read and word definition searches.
Literacy Planet task
Direct and quoted speech
Indirect and reported speech

Multiplication / intro division connection
MONDAY (All)
Focus Question:
A- Where am I at in my learning in my mathematical
knowledge and skills?
B- Have I worked enough on my targets or goals in
Maths? What do I still need to work on?
IXL SNAPSHOT
TUESDAY
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●

●

Understand the content,
inference of levelled
passages.
Students can discuss the
key ideas and features of a
text and the relevance to the
structure of the writing.

Determine the meaning of words
and phrases as they are used in a
text.

I can understand the meaning
and purpose of multiplications
I can reflect upon and apply my
early prior knowledge of
multiplication and view how it
has developed to now.
I can make connections between
multiplication and real-life
situations.

beyond in real-life
situations

Arrays (All)
Constructing multiplication Models
1) First, construct a pictorial model of a multiplication
array using small objects or things found at home
(beads/colour pencils, staples playdo balls etc…) students
construct a multiplication array.
Students then take a picture of this and put it up on a
Jamboard.
Next students represent the array of the picture they took by
drawing and array using the drawing tool and writing down
ex. 4 rows of 6 or 6 rows of 4
Then you take make a short little video story
of the array you made using your phone
camera, ipad camera or laptop camera.
Your story should describe the different
groupings of the multiplication like:
3 girls went picking apples. They each
found four apples. The product or total was….
THURSDAY (All)
Multiplication tables strategies
1) Area Model:

Short Practice:
AREA Model Game to follow-on:

2) Lattice Method
Timetable square/grid
Looking at patterns and function of time-stable square.
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I can assess my own knowledge
of multiplication
I can make connections between
multiplications and division.
I can understand multiplication
and division functions and
represent this function in a
pictorial way.

FOCUS on Key Concepts:
Form: What do we notice from the numbers in the square
and the video?
Function: What function is happening when moving down
the rows or column one number at a time?
Extra and Fast finishers: DO the times-tables problems
that follow the video given above.
Coming next:
FRIDAY
Multiplication games
1) Online games:
2)Adventure Maths Multiplication
3) Face-to face chance games
4) Face-to Face Multiplication board games.

MULTIPLICATION-DIVISION CONNECTIONS
FORMS OF MULTIPLICATIONS INVESTIGATION
MULTIPLICATION OF MULTIPLES OF 10S 100S 1000S
STANDARD FORM WITH DECIMALS

Other stand
alone
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Resources

Migrant vs refugees animation: very clear and easy to understand https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=25bwiSikRsI

The Story of Human Migration: Your Life in a Tooth | Carolyn Freiwald | TEDx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBuaxd1tz2w
https://wordwall.net/community?localeId=1054&query=migration
https://www.readbrightly.com/books-about-immigration-for-kids/
https://www.globalgiving.org/learn/listicle/13-powerful-refugee-stories/
https://www.readings.com.au/collection/childrens-books-about-refugees-and-asylum-seekers
http://teacher.scholastic.com/activities/immigration/young_immigrants/
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